Seoul’s Borders: Fieldwork
Ganghwa Peace Observatory, view of DMZ
Ganghwa War Museum

During this final fieldwork experience, you will be using your powers of observation to
begin to answer the questions; What types of borders existed or continue to exist on the
Korean peninsula? How do these borders impact the people living here historically or
currently? While you are observing, you will aim to interview people as well to deepen
your understanding of the place.
Criterion A: Knowing and understanding
i. use a range of terminology in context
ii. demonstrate knowledge and understanding of subject-specific content and
concepts, through descriptions, explanations and examples.

Criterion D: Thinking critically
i. analyse concepts, issues, models, visual representation and/or theories
iv. recognize different perspectives and explain their implications.

Each group will be assigned a location in and around Seoul and Incheon. Complete all
of the requirements to the best of your ability. Your data will be analyzed upon return
to school. You will collect the data on paper and phone.
Observational Practice:
● What types of borders existed or continue to exist on the Korean peninsula?
● How do these borders impact the people living here historically or currently?

** REMEMBER YOU ARE VISITING TWO LOCATIONS AND YOU MUST KEEP
CLEAR OBSERVATIONAL NOTES FOR EACH.**

ORGANIZATION OF THE PEACE OBSERVATORY: How is the facility organized?
What are the titles of the permanent exhibits? Are there any temporary exhibits you
should visit? You may describe it below as a list of bullet points. What is your plan for
moving throughout the observatory? In other words, how will you spend your time?
The facility is organized into 5 floors. B1 is a prohibited floor that is only used for
military The first floor has ganghwa and north korea specialty products, guest room,
administration, and cafeteria. A digital tree is located on the first floor that allows
locals to pray for a reunification of North and South Korea in the future. It is also used
as a wishing tree for tourists. The second floor contains 6.25 war background, visuals
of north and south military, and information of after the war. The third floor is an
observatory that allows visitors to closely see North Korea. They also contain a
memorial to pray for their families left in North Korea. The fourth floor is also
prohibited area used for military purposes. There are no temporary exhibits displayed
at this time.
I will first take a look a look at the north and south korea specialties located on the first
floor to understand the border between local goods/products better. If I have time, I
will look at the notes written on the digital tree to see how North Koreans want
reunification. Then, I will look at the overview of the history (war, etc) to understand
what has happened in the past and how they separated. Then, I will look at the third
floor to see how North Korean society differs from South Korea.

ORGANIZATION OF THE WAR MUSEUM: How is the museum organized? What are
the titles of the permanent exhibits? Are there any temporary exhibits you should visit?
You may describe it below as a list of bullet points. What is your plan for moving
throughout the museum? In other words, how will you spend your time?
The ganghwa war museum is divided into 4 sections based on the timeline. The first
exhibition room contains all the ancient dynasties, called ‘Samgook dynasty.’ They
exhibit the history of the war and weapons during that time. The second exhibition
room contains the ‘goryeo dynasty’ which was the ages between 900s-1400s. We are
able to see the Mongolian attack on Korea and the war between them. Figures are
exhibited to understand the war history better. The third exhibition room is about the
joseon dynasty. This room contains weapons during the war and background
information about the history of the war. The fourth exhibition practical information
from the late joseon dynasty to today. The tourists are able to try on the first
bulletproof armor developed. They also contain information about the 6.25 war
between North and South Korea. They also exhibit 53 donde pictures developed in
the 17th century to keep of the invaders.
I will start off with room 1 and follow the way to room 4 to understand history better. As
I move on to different rooms, I will be able to understand the timeline, the wars, and
societal development based on different eras. I will also look at the donde pictures
and how each one differs from one another. If I have time, I will try wearing the armor,
so I can try experiencing how the armor felt like in the old ages.

GENERAL INFORMATION FOR PEACE OBSERVATORY:
Location: Ganghwa Peace Observatory

Day of the Week & Date: 1/17, Friday

Time of Day Arrive at location: 9:52

Time of Day Depart at location: 11:00

GENERAL INFORMATION FOR WAR MUSEUM:
Location: Ganghwa War Museum

Day of the Week & Date: 1/17 Fri

Time of Day Arrive at location:11:35

Time of Day Depart at location: 12:16

PHOTOS: Aim to take 4 photos at each location. The goal of this is to fully show your
location in photographs. Be sure to include a photo of the map of the facility. Later these

photos will be uploaded to the electronic document so check that the photos are clear
before leaving the space. Remember that all of the photos do not have to be taken from
the same place, in the space.

OBSERVATIONAL PRACTICE FOR OBSERVATORY: What types of borders existed
at this location? Be sure to describe what you observe with specific evidence and
examples you observe at the museum. Take notes below
A) Physical Border
- Series of fences called the DMZ divide the North and South Korea. They both
have a fence on the border of each country.
- After looking into the binoculars located on the third floor, I was able to take a
brief look at North Korea. The houses looked symmetrical to one another, and
there were no road systems for transportation. However, South Korea consists
organized road system that transportation can easily travel through
-

B) Political border
Political borders exist between North and South Korea. Based on the facts
written on the second floor, the North is an
( Democratic

조선민주주의민공화국

당독재

People's Republic of Korea) which means that the supreme commander (1
) leads
the whole country. The organization is less complex since one person takes the lead. On
the other hand, South Korea has a government system called republic when citizens elect
the government. The organization of the government system is complex and has many
roles in it.

-

-

-

-

The rights of citizens are very weak. The proof to support this is that in North
Korea Prison camp(
), it consists of 20,000 people. However, all the
people in this prison are innocent people with low social hierarchy (
). In
contrast, South Korea provides many human rights for the citizens. For
example, citizens have the choice to vote for presidents.
In the observatory, the first and fourth floors are a prohibited zone that only
soldiers can go in. The government restricted it for military purposes, so it
creates a border between the public and the military.

정치범수용소

적대계층

C) Natural Border
The ocean leads up to three rivers, han river, yesong river, and imjin river. Imjin
river (
) is in between the North and South Korea DMZ. This is a natural
border that separates each region.

임진강

D) Cultural Border
In the forms of art, North Korea restricts creativity and emphasize the
ideological armed forces to protect citizens. They emphasize
(technical
movements) in performances.

기교동작

OBSERVATIONAL PRACTICE FOR OBSERVATORY: How did this place impact the
people living here in the past? How might it also affect people living near the border
today? Be sure to describe what you observe with specific evidence and examples
you observe at the museum. Take notes below:
How did this place impact people living in the past?
→ When the observatory was built, locals and soldiers complained about exposing a
sensitive zone to unknown foreigners/ visitors. The evidence to support this is that
they blocked civilians to visit this zone and only militaries were allowed to visit.
How might it also affect people living near the border today?

대남방송

→ Many people living near the DMZ face were affected by the
(propaganda
radio) broadcasts in the morning. The loud broadcasts in the morning caused stress
to the citizens living near the DMZ.
→ Now, the observatory is open to all civilians which allows foreigners and citizens to
understand the history and DMZ of North and South Korea better. They are able to
gain knowledge from the programs they support at the observatory, such as
information of the 6.25 war on the second floor.

OBSERVATIONAL PRACTICE FOR MUSEUM: What types of borders existed in the
past at this location? Be sure to describe what you observe with specific evidence and
examples you observe at the museum. Take notes below:
Physical Border
- Donde are all on the edges of Ganghwa and developed since King
ruled.
53 were located in total. This is a border because it separated enemies from
invading into the region. In addition, this Donde prevented Korea from warship
invasions and protected capital
during joseon dynasty from war time
invasions because foreigners had to go through Ganghwa to reach the capital
.

효종

햔양

한양

Natural Border
- The ocean led into three lakes (han river),
(Imjin River). These three lakes separate the island
masses.

한강

예진강 (yejin river), and 임진강
강화도 from other land

Political Border
-

This island was used as a wartime capitol during mongol invasions. This
separates the capitol with other Korean peninsula.

OBSERVATIONAL PRACTICE FOR MUSEUM: How did this place impact the people
living here in the past? Be sure to describe what you observe with specific evidence
and examples you observe at the museum. Take notes below:

This museum, ganghwa was originally an important space where our ancestors
fought to protect our nation and created sufferings to keep Korea safe. This museum
was created to remember all the sufferings that the Koreans made for us in the past
during wars in ganghwa. This place informs about the wars that Korea fought for by
detailed descriptions and clear visuals.

INTERVIEWS: Aim to interview at least 1 person, either an employee, volunteer or
patron also visiting the museum. It is important that you do not just interview people you
know. If you ask to interview a person and they are unwilling to answer questions, note
that as well. Introduce yourself and explain what you are doing before starting the
interview.
Interview Purpose: In the box, write out the script (1-2 sentences) you plan to read
aloud to the person before you interview him/her. If the interview will be conducted in
Korean, please write this statement in Korean also.

안녕하세요, 간단한 설문조사 가능 할까요? 저희의 인터뷰 목적은 한국에 위치되어있는
경계선들에 대해서 조사를 하는 것 입니다.

Hello, would you be able to answer a simple survey? The purpose of this interview is
to research about the borders existing in Korea.
1) What is your name?
?
2) How old are you?
?
3) Why are you here at DMZ today?
?
4) Is it your first visit? (visitors) / Do you have your work related to this place? If
yes, can you briefly explain your job at this place?
?/
?
,
?
5) What are your thoughts on DMZ?
DMZ
?

이름이 어떻게 되세요
연령이 어떻게 되세요
오늘 여기를 왜 방문 하셨나요

첫번째 방문 이신가요 여기의 관련된 직업을 갖고 계세요 맞으시면 직업을 간단히 설명
해주실수 있나요
에 대해서 어떻게 생각 하시나요

Conducting the Interview: Be sure to organize this part before meeting the person you
will interview. Use the space below to revise and organize the questions for the
interview. NOTE: If you are not able to ask all of your prepared questions, be flexible.
Interviewee #1:

한제환 (Han jae hwan)

*Note: The first person was not willing to answer.*

한제환

Name:
(Han jae hwan)
Age: 53
Job: administrator of the observatory
Thoughts on DMZ: Against the action of DMZ. Hopes that South and North Korea
should reunite and come to peace soon.
What type of people come to observatory? : Many foreigners, locals, and North
korean defectors who lost their families, people from the 6.25 war
Why do the convenient store sell local goods/products?: to increase Ganghwa’s
economic growth

Have you seen any North Koreans escaping in the past? : In the past, North Koreans
escaped by the Imjin river.
What has been some changes made in the observatory?: Now, the observatory is
open to citizens and foreigners with permission. In the past, civilians were not
allowed.
SUMMARY: How did it go? Write notes during your observational time and when you
return to the classroom, each member should combine notes for the final summary.
DMZ (observatory)
To answer:
● What types of borders existed or continue to exist on the Korean peninsula?
● How do these borders impact the people living here historically or currently?
Based on all the member’s notes, it is shown that many types of borders exist on the
North and South Korean peninsula. The physical border, DMZ has continued to exist
to divide North and South Korea. This border plays an important role of allowing North
and South Korea to stay in peace. Political borders continued to exist between North
and South Korea. For example, the way of governing, laws differ from South Korea.
North Korea is an democratic republic’s people, which means that a dictator rules the
country. In contrast, South Korea is a republic government which means that the
citizens vote. In addition. The natural border, Imjin river divides North and South
Korea and makes it difficult for people to pass through. To summarize, diverse types
of border divide the Korean peninsula into two and that many differences exist
between North and South Korea.
The creation of DMZ divided North and South Korea into two, causing loss of
connection between us. Based on the interview, people hope that North and South
Korea should reunite and come to peace one day because many citizens feel fear and
discomfort that Korea is still going through war. The DMZ caused to create political
and cultural differences between North and South Korea, and they hope that these
borders will become one one day.

